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distortions and biases because the data are noisy. Under these conditions,
groups can converge on ideas that are logically inconsistent or demonstrably
false and also supremely difficult to correct.
The science should have acted as a constraint on runaway thinking about
reading. There were basic questions of fact: Is reading visual, or does it make
use of phonology? Do the good or the poor readers rely on guessing? And so
on. The answers left many open questions about practice that communities
of practitioners could productively address. But the science wasn’t allowed
to serve this framing function. This experiment in the social construction of
knowledge yielded consensus around ideas that were half-baked at best and
often false.
I can illustrate. Every K–5 teacher has heard of something called the
3-cueing system. It is propagated through websites and slide shows, workshops and meetings. The origins of the theory are somewhat murky, but it
has been circulating since the 1980s. The idea is communicated through illustrations such as Figure 12.1, typically a Venn diagram with three overlapping
parts: print knowledge (“graphophonic cues”), syntax, and semantics. Marie
Clay proposed a version as a way to help struggling readers who were stuck
on a word: they could try different cues to figure it out (get to “meaning”).
The approach is billed as what to say to a child after (or instead of) “sound
it out.” For example, a child having trouble reading the word hopscotch in
The kids played hopscotch in the park could be prompted with questions
such as “What kind of word goes here?” (a noun, a “syntactic” cue) or “Can
you think of games that are played in a park” (a “semantic” cue). Together with
“graphophonic” cues (some letters, perhaps their sounds), the child would be
able to figure out the word. The overlap in the Venn diagram is meant to convey that cues are combined. Skilled readers are thought to do the same things
automatically.
The figure conveys some basic facts. Texts are understood using multiple
types of knowledge, including print (orthography), grammar (syntax), and
meaning (semantics). These are intrinsic properties of language and writing.
Texts cannot be understood without these components (and others); there
is no option to skip the syntax or forgo the meanings of words. The figure
also incorporates the idea of solving a problem such as word recognition by
combining multiple cues, which skilled readers do without conscious effort or
awareness.
The problem is what’s left out. The figure doesn’t indicate what is in the circles (e.g., what are “syntactic cues” or “graphophonics”?) or how these types of
knowledge are acquired. It doesn’t address the division of labor between them
or how that varies with reading skill, text difficulty, background knowledge, or
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FIGURE 12.1. A generic version of the 3-cueing system.

writing system. It is therefore open to many interpretations. In fact, it is compatible with every theory of reading. One can tell a top-down, guessing story
around the figure or one that emphasizes the importance of “graphophonics”
as a foundation for comprehension. It is a Rorschach blot on which to project
one’s beliefs about reading. And that is what people did as it circulated.
Figure 12.2 shows a few other versions of the 3-cueing system found in
talks and articles. Version A was discussed by Adams in 1998, who included
several others from that era for comparison. Version B is clearer about the
components, but it’s no longer a Venn diagram, and the “intersection” is just
the label “reading.” Version C equates syntax with “sounding right,” but it’s not
clear how “not sounding right” (i.e., sounding ungrammatical) helps the child
identify the problem word. The graphophonic circle is now labeled “Visual
(does it look right?),” which drops the phonic part and leaves open what this
would yield other than a feeling about whether the child knows the word or
not. Version D implies a hierarchy among four types of information, but it is
unclear whether they are meant to be used simultaneously, in sequence, or
some other way.
These systems are also explained using examples as proof of concept. The
use of semantic cues is illustrated using an example such as “The children are
playing ____ the park.” The child is having difficulty reading the word in a
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FIGURE 12.2. Other 3-cueing systems.

normal text where the blank is in the example. The child uses syntactic cues
to determine that the word must be a preposition and is then encouraged to
think of ones that make sense in this context. Graphophonic cues can then
be used to home in on the correct word. This is the psycholinguistic guessing
game, still treating reading as the act of predicting missing words, with the
child given additional explicit strategies. But you can’t play Twenty Questions
with words and win. A child who is stuck on whether the word is in rather
than at, around, near, or on needs help with a severe decoding problem, not
strategies to get around it. In reading normal texts, the most specific “cue to
meaning” is the word itself. The PartiallyClips cartoon on the next page wittily
captures the contrasting views about reading.
Is the 3-cueing approach valid for struggling readers, as Clay originally intended? If the child has trouble reading a word, suggest a cue; if that doesn’t
work, try another. The child should never be at a loss for strategies. This
“more alternatives is better” idea also underlies “multisensory” approaches
to learning. For example, children’s comprehension of a story about barnyard animals could be facilitated by providing a physical model of the setting.
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“Multisensory” is a cherished concept in early education. But is more actually
better for learners who are struggling?
Neurobiological studies of developmental disorders indicate that they are
associated with impairments in cognitive control, planning, and attention and
in integrating multiple sources of information in areas such as the angular
gyrus and visual word form area. Approaches to instruction and remediation
that rely on rapidly shifting between reading strategies or emphasize multisensory integration of information thus place additional demands on systems that
are already straining. For such children, narrowing the range of alternatives to
one that works may be more effective than offering multiple cues.
The most worrisome aspect of 3-cueing was discovered by Adams. She realized from discussions with many teachers that they assumed children already
know about syntax, semantics, and “graphophonics” but need help with the
3-cuing process. But, of course, some children are struggling because their
knowledge in these areas is insufficient. Rather than focusing on developing
this knowledge, the method jumps to teaching compensatory strategies.
The 3-cueing approach encapsulates the basic concerns I’ve raised about
reading education. The level at which reading is understood is unacceptably
low and justifies misguided practices. The theory is a gloss on some ideas
picked up from the research literature that have been passed through a massive game of Internet Telephone and come out as something far removed from
the original. The 3-cueing theory is the product of teachers with little knowledge of the science working with large numbers of like-minded people, under
the influence of a few authorities, constructing accounts of how reading works
and children gain literacy. This process yielded an amorphous theory that was
compatible with existing beliefs (social construction of knowledge, guided
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discovery, whole language, balanced literacy) and thus within the teachers’
comfort zone. It is a shallow theory but creates a strong feeling of understanding among group members. Pointing out the strengths and weaknesses of the
theory, even as sympathetically as Adams did, is not well received, which produces further polarization.
The 3-cueing approach is a microcosm of the culture of education. It didn’t
develop because teachers lack integrity, commitment, motivation, sincerity, or
intelligence. It developed because they were poorly trained and advised. They
didn’t know the relevant science or had been convinced it was irrelevant. Lacking this foundation, no such group could have discovered how reading works
and children learn. Because most of what goes on in reading is subconscious: we
are aware of the result of having read something—that we understood it, that
we found it funny, that it conveyed a fact, idea, or feeling—not the mental and
neural operations that produced that outcome. That is why there is a science of
reading: to understand this complex skill at levels that intuition cannot easily
penetrate.

